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ED I TORS  NOTE
WHAT  I S  S O C K  T H E  W A L K  M A G A Z I N E ?

xox
- Melanie 

As you can tell I embodied the hot girl
summer music festival look with a little
too many sparkles and bucket hats

Summer vacation; a time of relaxation, having sunscreen become your signature scent
and aloe vera as your new wingman.

 
 There is this essence to summer. It puts all teenage angst to rest, bringing out a

carefree persona to play.That is…until you reach university. Throughout high school,
you dream of the day that you will finally become an adult. It’s visualized that the day

you leave highschool, turn 19 and get into the real world, everyone will automatically find
their place. The idea of moving away, living as an adult, and being legal drinking age,

has every pimple ridden teen wishing their lives away. After a shock of first year
university going by in the blink of an eye you get to the point of no return. The seemingly
perfect four month summer vacation.I use the word “vacation” lightly. No longer are you
able to waste summer days away without the burden of full-time employment and tax
returns on your shoulders. Suddenlt it seems that summer is a lot more intimidating in
the working world. Going into my first uni summer break, I had no idea what to expect.

Little did I know that despite the work, multiple heatstroke episodes, and tears shed, this
would come to be the best summer of my life. During the dog days of summer, as a way
to commemorate the good times (and the bad), I decided to turn my blog posts over the
past few months into a magazine. The one thing I’ve learned from having a blog over the

past five-ish years (yes we were on a break at one point), is that a blog is a time
capsule. Every post, grammar mistake and post about my guy obsessions at the time, fit
into an endless cycle. A cycle of learning, growing, and soon reaching each and every
goal set along the way. All to be reset for a new chapter.Through the ups and downs,
the breaks and crappy blog posts, the one thing that was there was the support I was

given from those around me. 
 

So THANK YOU to those who have continued to endlessly support my dive into the
writing world. This is for you & I hope you enjoy it.
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whats hot
this 

#hotgirlsummer

The hats are OFF for this trend of 
2019! Nothing spoke summer 2019 more than a good old bucket
hat

forever21.co
m

 

Hot. Girl. Summer. A term inveted by Meg
Thee Stallion on has taken over not only
the twitter-verse but the entire world! One
artist who has hopped on the bandwagon
is the one and only Lizzo!
 
 With her 2019 album Cuz I Love You    
 her badass mood and flute skills, this
soon became the album of the summer

nutrl vodka

Princess Diana was always in stlye...and she
clearly predicted the 
trend that sweeped the nation once again;
the biker short! TIme for athleisure to take back its
crown

Zendaya may have appeared on the scene as Disney
star, yet her new breakout show Eutopia showcases a
whole new world for the young star. Through dug use,
heart break, and sexuality, Eutopia is one show you
would not want to miss



For real (for real) this time. 
 

     I grew up in an area with picket fences, golden retrievers, and a norm that everyone finds their soulmate
the second they step foot on a university campus. It was an excellent way of growing up, yet as I got older, I
realized that this norm that has been imposed on me was not the case. I became self-conscious reflecting on
my life going into second year, yet to have a boyfriend, scrolling through my list of Bumble matches. In the
thick of it all, you feel isolated; as if out of the whole wide world you are the only one going through it all. That
uncontrollable feeling can take over, leaving one questioning, “why can’t I just find someone?”. Believe it or
not (teenage angst aside) you are not the only one, and Tyler, The Creator’s fifth studio album, IGOR, is here
to prove it.
 
     Tyler started as a notorious young rapper. At a young age, he created a multi-media group known as Odd
Future, yet became the center of attention in February of 2011 when releasing the video for
“Goblin.” Goblin was the name of the 27 years old’s first solo studio album, and the rightfully so, the hit single
off the album “Goblin” set the stage for the eighteen song piece. The black and white slightly out of focused
music video sparked controversy amongst media outlets and intrigued adoring young audiences showing the
new rapper eating cockroaches.  Way before Billie Eilish made haunting music videos a wow factor in the
industry, Tyler got penalized for his visuals and for the lyrics behind it. Throughout his first album, notions of
rape, misogyny, and violence were not used lightly. His aggression got him banned in the UK and New
Zealand, making him known far for crude matters. Yet this is not the Tyler we know today.
 
   In June of 2017, he shocked the industry with Flower Boy. The lighthearted melodies and synths followed
the story Tyler’s emotional growth. Demonstrating how Tyler quite literally bloomed from his homophobic past
to stepping out of the closet for the first time. It was a risky jump for Tyler’s edgy sound, yet was a mega
success. With an upbeat new R&B tone that can make any walk in the park feel as if it is out of a high budget
indie movie, Flower Boy became a summer hit. Then, out of the blue, Flower Boy bowed down for IGOR.
Offering listeners just that summer aesthetic with a hint of something more.
 
    

 

THE IGOR EFFECT
                                                                                    A Tyler, The Creator lover's album review

MUSIC 4



 

   Flowing from title to title with a hint of synth, R&B, and rap,  IGOR delivers a sign into the jumbled world of
the producer, singer, rapper, and designer. The albums unexplainable mix offers a great variety and a chance
Tyler to come center stage through his lyrics. The two-part story of IGOR reveals a telling tale and divide of
Tyler’s alter ego going from falling in love to slowly but surely moving on. Speaking to that piercing feeling of
heartache when you can sense that you need to leave a lover but can’t bring yourself to do it.
 
   “EARFQUAKE,” the first released single off of the album, introduces Igor’s ongoing story. Paired with a
music video featuring the talented Tracey Ellis Ross, and a blonde-wigged Tyler in a two-toned blue suit, one
realizes that IGOR is the first of Tyler’s album that features a specific alter ego. Igor (his alter ego) dances
around the stage amongst flames to an inaudible verse from Playboi Carti. Tyler expresses the feeling of
loving someone knowing that the other is holding themselves back from fully reciprocating. This theme flows
into “PUPPET” where it Igor reveals the peak of his obsession where he will do anything and everything for the
individual with knowing they want nothing in return. Turning into a sad puppet being pulled at his heartstrings
with no love in return. Many may question as to why anyone would put themselves through the absurd
situation of IGOR, yet when reflecting upon the album, it is merely glorifying the notion of the chase and the
ultimate fear of letting go of a love that wasn’t a two-way street.
 
    As the album enhances, Igor realizes that his love has come to a climactic end. In the two-part song
“GONE, GONE / THANK YOU,” the audience discovers that Igor has found peace with himself. The song
sends the listener on a journey that we’ve all been on. The bittersweet feeling of coming to your senses and at
least realizing you need to move on. “ARE WE STILL FRIENDS?”, powerfully ends the album with smooth
vocals by Tyler as funk wave guitar looping and melodic harmonies tie the song together. The slower paced
song emphasizes the longing after letting someone go for good yet still wanting them in your life as you still
love them, whether it is as an individual or as something more.
    
    Love can blindside you. Sadly, you do not always have the choice of who you love; it is just that gut feeling.
When the heart overtakes the brain, many issues may arise, it is all in how one deals with the reality they are
being faced. IGOR tells a story that is stronger than any of Tyler, The Creator’s past albums. IGOR touches to
that vulnerable piece in one’s life that many try to bury out of the embarrassment of slowly crumbling with the
confusion of a lover that will not allow them to face reality. It is no Taylor Swift love story, but It is something
we all go through. In an emotionaly accurate Pisces way, Tyler brought a genius genre-defying album that can
aid any lost souls broken heart



Beware of Pills & Cheap Thrills

A pounding beat overcomes the crowd. Your heart starts pounding to the sound
that carries through you like a wave. A feeling that takes over all consciousness
to bring a state of pure ecstasy. You feel as if nothing matters in the world. Yes,
you have bills to pay, and yes, tomorrow you will have a splitting headache, but
the feeling of now sends each individual into a state that simply cannot be
explained. Then it all ends. Much like a dream, it vanishes in a split second,
leaving you alone with a feeling of emptiness inside. You’ve crashed, and the
only thing that can revive you is that happy little pill in your pocket. 
 
Music festivals and raves alike have taken over the globe. With leading
performers in all genres from rap to electronic dance music, there is no lack of
music festivals to find across North America. The culture of music festivals caters
to the audience of those who have reached legal drinking age and are willing to
spend hundreds of dollars on the three to four-day occasion. These are the type
of people who go to have a good time with friends, lovers, and to meet others.
They are not there necessarily to remember every moment of the festival, yet to
embrace the carefree atmosphere of bodysuits and glitter that each and everyone
has to offer. 
 
 Music festivals are depicted by society at a young age as a time of bliss and
flower power. An innocent bit of amusement from daily life.  With great music, an
open field, and limited police surveillance, it seems like the ideal time to try
substances that increase partying or to just experiment. Many shed light on
electronic dance music as the key factor in the increasing drug use amongst
millennials at festivals and raves. Blame it on EDM if you want to, yet drug
addiction at music festivals has been around since Woodstock in the 1960s. Back
then, it was about peace and love with a hint of acid, the same ingredients that
have spiraled into the culture of music festivals that are growing across the globe.
Music festivals are used as a way to escape the trials of life. They do not want to
be told what they can and cannot do by their mothers, friends, and spouses, so
they turn to pills. Substances such as MDMA/Molly, LSD, Marijuana, Cocaine,
Mushrooms, Adderall, and more are sneaked into music festivals rampantly for all
the visitors to indulge in. In mainstream music, it is made out for drug use to be a
positive thing. One that resembles money and power for all that use it, when the
reality is corruption. Singers go on and on about exploiting bodies and popping
pills for the fame and fortune, feeding a sense of euphoria to all of those who
listen. The urn for a feeling that will last the entire day. 
.

The importance of knowing the risks of drug use in the heat of music festivals 

GO TO GUDE TO: FESTIVALS
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Music festivals have demanding schedules. Large gatherings ask for audiences
to be up from as early as 10 am to as late as 3 am to stay and watch each and
every performer. Each and every human body needs around eight hours of sleep
per night, and realistically no music festival could ever offer that to any avid
visitor. So instead of sleeping, many visitors power through. When the body
naturally starts to crash, they rely on substances to keep going. Forcing the
human body to intake something that it is not used to or meant to process.
Pairing a lack of rest with extreme weather conditions, it seems as if society the
only way to cope through the event is by giving into that happy little pill. 
Since it seems as if the patterns of music festivals will not change anytime soon,
the education of these substances needs to get into the hands of the users. Drug
use is something they do not teach you in health class. To be honest, they barely
even show you how to put on a condom correctly. It is something the user has to
experience themselves, completely lost through a Google search. 
 
Don’t go thinking this is an essay from your mother telling you what you can and
can’t do. Take this as a piece of education to be aware of what circumstances
may hold. Do research before taking any substance, and keep a kit on hand that
may help with any lousy trip the drug may serve. The only person looking out for
you in the world is yourself, so value the importance of proceeding with caution
and have a safe music festival season



GET YOUR FANNY
ON

Getting ready for a  music festival is tough. 
 

From booking an Airbnb, dancing around your room, booking that dreaded waxing
appointment to trying to find three Instagram worthy outfits, it is

a struggle to plan for festival season. Your head flurries with a seemingly
endless list of what has to be done and ultimately daily life gets in the way
and that lack of time time snaps you back to reality.My entire life, I’ve been

the mom of the group. That one friend who is always equipt with BandaIds,
Advil, and a mid day snack for any occasion. If you break down what a music
festival is, the idea of being in a field for three days, surrounded by

everything I am allergic to and girls in space buns who are not there mentally
or physically, may not sound appealing to most. Yet last time I checked with

Lizzo…even though you may be the paranoid mom of the group, you are
100% that bitch. So here is the go to guide to all the over prepared people in
the back who want to make it out of festival season alive, only semi sunburnt

and stunting with the one item that made them survive it all…the fanny.



1. GET YOUR FANNY

ON 
The flower crown had a moment for years as the “go-to” item for
festivals. It seemed as if tumblr girls nationally would unite

at Michael’s, make intricate crowns, and called it a day. As the years
went by, and as Vanessa Hudgens wasn’t the only one

celebrating Coachella, it seemed as if festivals had a new perfect
pairing; the fanny pack. Your mom may make fun of you for buying one,
but we didn’t come to play this summer. Though they might be basic, a

clear fanny pack not only helps you skip tedious investigations in back
packs upon entrance, yet will also be the polishing touch to every

outifit.

2. FAKER THAN SOME SWEET & LOW

Music festivals are quite similar to Candy Land. A colourful utopia stuffed
with fun, entertainment, and candies galore. Yet these candies are “special”
sweets. You know what I mean. Molly, shrooms, dab pens, and L$D, the world
seems to be your oyster at this modern board game. If you are going to take
a dip into some candied fun, just make sure you are prepared with how to

deal with the highs and awful lows of each substance. If you, or any of your
festival friends, are taking ecstasy…bring a pack of sugar. I was in CPR

training with a music festival paramedic and he divulged in tales of raves
saying that the only way to come down from ecstasy fast is by putting a

packet of sugar underneath your tongue and sucking on it for 10 minutes. So
don’t take it from me, but take it from a health care professional.

3. COOL IT BABY

For all the pasty ladies and gentlemen out there, surviving 72 hours in
the sun is just as impossible as making it out of Love Island in a proper
relationship. If you too struggle from those harsh rays, don’t rely solely
on sunscreen, invest in a cooling towel. These bad boys look like regular

towels, yet with a splash of water they turn into a safe, reusable,
trendy, and long lasting way to prevent heat stroke.

4. HIT THE LYTES

Selena Gomez taught me many things. 1) How to be a sassy wizard 2) that
there is nothing wrong with hitting the lights (and letting the music move

you). That second life lesson is very key, but unlike Selena I am not
talking about electricity. I’m talking about ~electrolytes~. No, this is
not something to call for Bill Nye, you too can fight off the feels with
some electrolytes! In the slight chance that you or a friend may throw up
a little, have no shame, just sip on some electrolytes to get the body
moving again. It might be hard to find a Gatorade insight on festival

grouds, so when in doubt invest in electrolyte packages.



MeEt tHe
WhaCk AtTacK

 
Wack; a slang term that originated in the 1960s associated with being inadequate or

inferior. 
 

Whack, on the other hand, is a powerful term. Whack is a noun jam-packed with
creativity, individuality, and love. How could two words that have one letter of a

difference be such completely different terms in the English language you may ask? The
answer is simple, but first, let me introduce you to Tierra Whack.
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You may have heard of her through praise from artists such as Tyler,
the Creator, or Rihanna, yet this twenty-four-year-old musical visionary
is taking over the (whack) world. Tierra Whack took the female rap
game by storm upon the release of her debut fifteen track and the
fifteen-minute visual album Whack World in 2018. With influences from
the world of Dr. Seuss to the joy of Sesame Street, it is no wonder this
new voice got put on center stage for being a little different. There can’t
be many influential rappers who talk about being unemployed to pet
cemeteries. 
 
This Philly native knows precisely what she is doing. Growing up in the
projects, Tierra found her peace through poetry. Whack filled
notebooks daily. Eventually, she turned those poems into bars when
hearing her mom blast Biggie, 50 Cent, and Jay-Z in the car. Driving in
North Philly with her mom is where it all started, with musical influences
that changed her career and a golden ticket that sealed the deal. One
day at the age of fifteen, Tierra, then known as Dizzle Dizz, drove past
a car that read WERUNTHESTREETS. 
The local blog and YouTube channel is known for rappers such
as Meek Mill, went around town asking new artists to showcase their
talent. And the young Tierra did not hesitate to deliver. Hopping out of
the car and showing them exactly what she’s got, the video of the
young rapper blew up overnight. It sounds like a fairy tale for a Philly
native, yet Tierra was far from her golden crown. 
 
After making the bold move from Philly to Atlanta to escape local
stardom, Tierra soon struggled with homelessness upon her return.
This risk was one that music made Whack take, and it showed to be a
risk that brought the visionary behind Whack World to stardom once
again. This time from selling out her debut UK show in a mere 60
seconds to playing at Lollapalooza. Tierra’s ongoing yearns to live out
the childhood fantasy is showcased with filling bright colours
throughout every video and never taking her brand too seriously that
never leave her fans disappointed. One individual, one performer, one
girl, changed the term whack for the end of time. 
 
How does Tierra Whack have this power? That’s a question that the
traditional rap scene still can’t figure out. The answer is simple. It is
exactly what one learns upon entry of elementary school; it pays to
embrace your individuality and follow your passions. Through smooth
melodies and upbeat hip hop to teaching listeners that it is okay to be
weird, Tierra Whack is one shining bright that is not burning out any
time soon. So Oxford dictionaryhere is a proposition for you. Change
your definition (and listen to some Tierra Whack as you do it).



MAYBE THERE SHOULDN'T
BE AN APP FOR THAT

 A piece on the trials and errors of the online dating world that was so fortunate

to have been featured in the First Person section of The Globe and Mail
illustration by Adam De Souza



Stanford’s 2013 study states that online dating is a $1.5-billion industry. But for most of
us, it’s become a fashionable way to get a quick confidence boost: When a beautiful-
looking person swipes on you, you feel good about yourself.
Until recently, I never saw an issue in my dating patterns. Online, I can juggle multiple
people at once, the majority of whom I will never meet in person. And while I might judge
some men for being “players,” I also note that I’ve got 168 Bumble notifications to get
through.
I would typically message someone for a month or so, go on a date, then never see them
again. I often become less interested over time and immediately found someone new to
fill the gap. I would tell myself, “He just wasn’t the one for me.”

Looking back at the year I had and the people I’ve talked to,
I realized that at the end of the day, I did get hurt. I tried to
hide it by simply moving on, but I gave myself no time to
reflect – I just swiped to the next pretty face. I’d swipe while
commuting, during a class lecture or while in my pajamas
after a night out. But what if I’d already met that special
someone in person? What if I never gave them those 240
seconds, just simply swiped left in real life?
There was a time when women would meet men in their
social circles and interact in an unemotional way, mentally
whittling down who would end up with husband potential
based on status and financial state.
 It was like a prehistoric Tinder swipe, controlled by parents.

According to Stanford University, it only takes 240 seconds to know if you like
someone.

 
In just four minutes, in that short amount of time, you can make toast, listen to an
entire song or be half way through your makeup routine.
A mere 240 seconds out of the 86,400 in every day is nothing in the grand scheme of
things
.So why can’t I make the time? Perhaps because online dating apps have twisted how
young people relate. So many of us have just given up on meeting people in person.
As we divulge more into a society of swipes and likes, I realize that dating apps are
making it harder for me to reach out and touch someone.



Early in the 20th century, young people thought they were radical by no longer having
strict courtships, they wanted their love lives to be a social and loving experience. Then,
in the 1960s, the free-love movement shaped North American society.
As it turns out, the first dating app was created in the late sixties. “Date-mate” was an
online questionnaire that paired potential lovers together. Ironically, it was invented by
Stanford University, the same place that authored the 240-second study. All it tells me is
that over 50 years later, society still can’t get online dating right.
When talking to my mom about dating, she always says that I need to cut down how
many men I talk to at once. She makes it seem so easy.
The sad thing is, today this advice seems like it belongs in a fairy tale.
My online dating life has become a game for my friends, they love to hear my updates.
They always ask me which guy I am talking to for the month, and which one will end up
being the one for me. They have so much hope, and so do I, that I will find that one
person, that diamond in the rough. Yet I am never able to find those 240 seconds in the
day.
I’ve tried to give it up. My friends know my routine. They call me out for announcing that I
have deleted Bumble, yet download it again two days later. I tend to do this on a monthly
basis.
Apps like Bumble and Tinder serve up men and women on a tempting silver platter. It’s
turned into a game for me. I look at the pictures, maybe read the bio and sometimes send
a quick “heyoo.” Then after a few messages back and forth … well, instead of truly
communicating and reaching out I simply move on to the next person. It is less work and
less painful than fully expressing how one feels.
Why do I do this to myself? For the thrill? For the quick fix? Am I too afraid of heartbreak?
I’ve realized it is fear. 
The fear of not being good enough, of being too naive and, ultimately, being rejected yet
again.Peering at a screen is easier and less emotionally draining but in reality, the lack of
real communication is only making things worse.
In the big city I live in, I pass an absurd amount of people per day. Commuting, learning,
working, walking, driving, it is impossible to count how many. Some of those faces I hold
on to: the beautiful man at the coffee shop who spelled my name wrong, that gorgeous
guy on the streetcar I assumed wouldn’t think anything of me and the woman with the
cool sense of style I was too afraid to talk to in person. 
What stopped me from reaching out? Was it the screens I often hide behind? Have apps
made it harder for me to spark normal conversations? 
I’m still working that out.I’m trying to change. I’m trying to give new people a chance and
not let fear overpower the impulse. And for me, that simple change is groundbreaking. I’m
trying to carve out those 240 seconds to get to know someone.

 
Melanie Morton lives in Toronto.



INTERLUDE
S U M M E R ' S  O V E R

 

FOR ~* MUSIC  LOVERS

~*

#1.Get To Know - Cosmo's Midnight, Winston

Surfshirt 

#2. CLONES - Tierra Whack

#3. I Wish I Missed My Ex - Mahlia

#4. Tia Tamera - Doja Cat (feat. Rico Nasty)

#5. Lalala - Y2k, bbno$

#6. Come Inside (Kaytranada Remix) - Lou Phelps

#7. II. Zealots of Stockholm - Childish Gambino

#8. GONE, GONE/ THANK YOU - Tyler, The Creator

#9. Super Mario World - Logic

#10. Dance, Baby! - boy pablo

#11. D’ Evils - SiR

#12. D’yer Mak’er - Led Zeppelin

#13. Janet - Means Of Operation

#14. FUCKING YOUNG/ PERFECT - Tyler, The

Creator

#15. Stay Flo - Solange

#16. Come Over - The Internet

#17. Nobody - Mac DeMarco

#18. Time Moves Slow - BADBADNOTGOOD


